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The Kimberley School is a popular school serving the community in and around 
the town of Kimberley in Nottinghamshire. In September 2012, the school 
acquired ‘Academy Status’, having previously been a Foundation School and a 
Specialist Technology College. The school is now a member of the East Midlands 
Education Trust. The school has large playing fields and boasts a full size 
synthetic hockey pitch for all year-round use. The school benefits from use of the 
Leisure Centre situated on the site, which has a large sports hall, swimming pool 
and fitness gym.

Earlier in the year, Mytec met with Mr Newton from the school IT support 
department at an IT exhibition for the education sector. Mytec were 
demonstrating at the exhibition, showcasing the benefits of the latest CCTV 
technologies. Following the exhibition, a site meeting was arranged to survey the 
school and determine the sites CCTV requirements. During the site meeting, it 
was agreed the school would install the data points and relevant active 
equipment to incorporate the new cameras on the school IT network.

The School had an existing CCTV system capably maintained by the IT 
department, consisting of 64 cameras with varying age and technology. The 
CCTV recording units, had been installed the previous summer and were fit for 
purpose. Due to the age of the cameras, they all suffered from poor images in 
low lighting situations. We determined upgrading key camera locations for Full 
HD IP camera models with excellent low light condition images would be highly 
beneficial for monitoring the external areas of the site.

The Staff Car Park, which had two cameras located on an existing CCTV pole, 
was detached from the school via a private access road to the Leisure Centre and 
associated car park. As the cameras previously mounted on the CCTV pole were



“We are really impressed with the image 
quality of the new cameras, particularly the 
night time images”

- Mr Newton, Kimberley School.

wired with analogue coaxial cable, we opted to utilise a wireless IP transmission 
link from the CCTV pole to the school – ensuring the images stream seamlessly 
to the main system.

With dark mornings and evenings being inevitable in the winter months, having 
cameras which can operate soundly in varying lighting conditions is a factor
that was considered. The model of camera that was installed on this project, 
provides a colour image in situations with a small amount of background lighting. 
Traditionally in low light conditions, the existing cameras would switch to a black 
and white image and utilise onboard IR lights to generate an often grainy, poor 
quality images. The new model of cameras image, will remain in colour in low 
light conditions – only switching to black and white with advanced IR technology 
in darkness.

Since installing the cameras, the School have noted a huge improvement in
the system. The high- quality images improve overall student safety. When Mr 
Newton was asked his thoughts on the new cameras he replied,

If you would like to know more about how Mytec can assist in improving your 
sites CCTV coverage, contact us today.

http://www.mytecgroup.co.uk/contact.html



